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Kazakh traditional art of dombra kuy is one of the most beloved, ancient
and dignified cultural heritages of our country. Kuy represents not just art and
culture, but history, traditions and customs, spiritual livelihood of our ancestors.
With the advancement of technologies kuy could have been threatened, but our
people took proper direction on its safeguarding and popularization.
The purpose of "EL Production Company" is promotion of Kazakh
traditional culture, acquainting society with bright musicians, bringing the treasure
of our culture - kuy and singing traditions to highest level. "EL Production
Company" on annual basis organizes festivals of traditional music in Almaty and
Astana - "Mangilik saryn" /"Eternal Melody" in Almaty and "Astana arkau" in
Astana. For the participation in the festival dombra players representing different
styles of performance and regions are invited. By the end of performances,
musicians are granted with certain honorarium and prizes for their improvisational
work and great input in maintenance and research of traditional music.
One of the greatest achievements of "EL Production company" is publication of
grand CD collections as "Mangilik saryn/ Eternal Melody", "Kazakhtyn dasturli
1000 kuy/ 1000 Kuys of Traditional Kazakh Kuys", "Kazaktyn dasturli 1000 ani/
1000 Kazakh traditional songs". Our company is well associated with profound
researchers of music art, ethnomusicologists, musicians, ethnographs, outstanding
Kuyshi and singers.
We believe, inscription of Kazakh traditional dombra kuy to UNESCO
Representative List of ICH shall be a great moment in our history. Promotion of
dombra kuy on national and international level and its inclusion to world treasury
of cultural heritage shall lead to its proper safeguarding and transmission by our
future generations. Inscription will signify our cultural and spiritual achievement
and overall content of the people of Kazakhstan. Therefore, we express our support
on inscription of Kazakh traditional dombra kuy to the UNESCO Representative
List and we would be happy to contribute our experience and efforts in joint
safeguarding and promotion of the element.

General Director

(signature, stamp)

A.Beisen bayev

"EL Production Company", Co.Ltd
4 7 A/28 Markov Street, Almaty, Republic of Kazakhstan
Tel.: +7 727 2506702
Fax: +7 727 2506702
E-mail: abtv({llmail.ru
Mobile: +7 701 7571957
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From a letter kuyshi Abdulhamit Rayimbergenov

We would be happy to enter into the list of UNESCO, to promote the Kazakhstan
~piritual treasure and art kuy, became a traditional art of all the people of the world
stands. Flowing from the deck dombra kuy touches the strings or the soul, reveals
the inner world ofkuyshi. To promote the songs and kuy Kazakh people in schools
a lot of works for many years. Rises to the level of sacred art world kuy - it work
Publikations importance.

Kuyshi,
Researcher of Art

A. Raimbergenov
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From an interview with Saduakas

Kui founder Arka dombra '""'''T"'''
Khasenov. My father Dauletbek
Kyzdarbek performing school,
At the moment, Cui well
UNESCO list, they will be part
the richest legacies of the

Dauletbekuly

Tattimbet handed Abyken
one of the branches
and continue the tradition.
· will be included in the
want the art kui, which is one

18.03.2012

Kuishi Saduakas K.D.

Unofficial Translation

Free, prior and informed consent
Given by Kuyshi- Saduakasov Kairolla Dauletbekuly
I follow traditions of Arka 1 school of performing kuy and if Abiken
Khassenov played kuys of Great Tattimbet, my father Daulet Saduakassov played
kuys of Kyzdarbek Kuyshi and I continue tradition of all profound Kuyshi of Arka
regwn.
Tradition of dombra kuy today is being well promoted. In case of its
inscription to the UNESCO Representative List of ICH, our heritage will be
introduced to the whole world and cheer population of Kazakhstan. I wish this
richest heritage of Kazakh people shall be safeguarded and popularized on a high
level.
18.03.2012

Kuyshi K.D.Saduakassov (signature)
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Arka

short version ofSary-Arka, region representing Central Kazakhstan
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Kylimi MyrrTeKeeB K )JC

From an interview Muptekeev

Very pleased that the intangible
dombra kui is a representational list
of UNESCO. Because the highest art
people, our culture, the art of
kui our ancestors that they left as legacy
us. So, if we can log into the
UNESCO list, we have trying
to promote at the international level.

18.03.2012.

Kuishi Muptekeev B.

Unofficial Translation

Free, prior and informed consent given by Kuyshi Muptekeyev Bazaraly
Zhumagululy

We are very pleased to support inscription of do mbra kuy to UNESCO
Representative list of intangible cultural heritage, due to the fact that kuy
represents one of the greatest artistic and cultural manifestations of Kazakh people.
It reflects lifestyle and philosophy of our ancestors presented to us as true and deep
cultural heritage.
In case of kuy's inscription to the UNESCO Representative List, it shall
receive world recognition and for now, we shall safeguard and promote the
element the best way we can.

18.03.2012
Kuyshi B.Zh.Muptekeyev (signature)

From an interview Zhumabek

I advocate Mangistau
going to be on the list of

am very glad that our heritage is

18.03.201 .

Kuishi Kadyrkulov Zh.
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From an interview Yelemanova S

Foundation for the Support of
music "Tulpar" was established in
1996 with the Almaty
named after Kurmangazy
as a public organization, whose
preserve and promote traditional
ethnomusicologist, and traditional
Kazakh music. Foundation ·
musicians of Kazakhstan.
With the help of the Fund
several major events related to the
support of traditional music
concerts and festivals of
traditional music of the
ethnomusicologic conferences and
semmars.
Director of the Fund on behalf
Yelemanova fully supports the
nomination of traditional art kuy in
Representative List of UNESCO, as this
will increase the awareness
the
community in the Kazakh
traditional culture, and it will
its
in the culture of mankind.

Yelemanova S.A.
PhD, ICTM member

